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ABSTRACT
This study aims to describe the types of lexical errors, syntactical errors and 
discourse errors made by 10th grade students of SMA N 1 Wuryantoro; explain 
the frequency of each types of errors and describe the dominant type of errors; 
and identify the sources of error. The type of this research is descriptive 
qualitative research. In collecting the data, the researcher used elicitation 
technique. The researcher uses James’ theory to classify the errors. The result 
of the research are lexical errors 24, 8% covered wrong spelling 17, 3%, code 
switching 3, 17% and false friend 4, 3%. The second is syntactical errors 68, 
7% classified into: redundancy of phrase 2, 02%, misordering of phrase 8, 
95%, omission of {-s} as plural marker 3, 48%, omission of {-s} in present 
singular form 4, 62%, omission of {-‘s} in possessive form 1, 4%, the use of 
verbing in present form 1, 7%, omission of BE as full verb 13, 5%, addition of 
BE as full verb 1, 15%, misuse of BE 4, 9%, misuse of have/has 5, 2%, addition 
of article 4, 9%, omission of article 1, 4%, misuse of article 1, 15%, the use of 
pronoun from objective for subjective 0, 86%, the use of pronoun from 
subjective for possessive adjective 3, 46%, the use of pronoun from subjective 
for objective 2%, the use of pronoun from possessive adjective for subjective 0, 
86%, the use of pronoun from objective for possessive adjective 1, 4%, the use 
of pronoun from possessive adjective to objective 0, 57%, omission of 
preposition 3, 75% and misuse of preposition 1, 4%. The third is discourse 
errors 6, 35% classified into: generic structure 0, 86%, references 4, 33% and 
conjunction 1, 15%. The researcher also found two sources of error namely, 
interlingual errors and intralingual errors.
Keywords: descriptive text, error analysis, interlanguage.
A. Introduction
Language is the tool used by human being to communicate. In order to 
communicate each other, we need to master the second language that is English. So, 
the country that has different first language background can master the science, 
technology and culture in order to face the competition in global era by mastering 
English. 
In Indonesia, English is taught both in Junior and Senior High School.
Students might face problems in mastering English process that grammatically, 
phonetically and morphological different from the Indonesian’s system. Those 
conditions can cause problem that bring an error as the result of the influences of the 
student’s mother tongue or native language.
Writing is the one of English skills that must be mastered by the student. In 
this case, the strong foundation in grammar is one important aspect that should be 
comprehended in order to make a well structured writing. Particularly, written 
language without grammar would be disorganized and causes such problems, like 
errors in writing. 
As matter of fact, these errors so commonly occur to students in producing 
text. It happens since they use different rules in the writing systems within in 
Indonesian as natural language and in English as target language. The errors that 
made by the students in the process of mastering English are called interlanguage 
error.
Selinker in Fauziati, (2009:165) argues that interlanguage is used to describe 
the linguistic stage second language learners go through during the process of 
mastering the target language. The basic idea is that the learners create IL when trying 
to express meaning in a second language linguistic system. The term interlanguage 
was first coined by Selinker “to draw attention to the fact that the learner’s language 
system in neither that of mother tongue nor native language nor that of the target 
languages” Selinker in Fauziati (2009: 157). The learner’s language system contains 
elements of both NL and TL. 
The researcher applies James’ theory in analyzing the data. Fauziati (2009: 
144) states that errors can be described using different kinds of taxonomy. The 
researcher intends to analyze the error using linguistic category and surface strategy 
taxonomy. According to James (1998: 105) the linguistic category carries out 
specification of errors in terms of linguistic categories, in terms where the error is 
located in the overall system of the TL based on the linguistic item which is affected 
by the error. Whereas, James (1998: 106) states that surface strategy taxonomy is 
based on the ways in which the learner’s erroneous version is different from the 
presumed target version. Dulay et. al. (1981: 156-158) states that under this category, 
errors can be classified into four types: omission, addition, misformation, and 
misordering. 
Based on the explanation above, the research aims to describe (1) the types of 
lexical errors, (2) the types of syntactical errors, (3) the types of discourse errors, (4) 
the frequency of each type of errors, (5) the dominant types of errors and (6) explain 
the sources of error. 
B. Research Method
The researcher uses descriptive qualitative method to describe the type of 
errors, the frequency of each types of error, the dominant of errors and the sources of 
errors. Denzin and Lincoln in Creswell (2013: 43) states that qualitative research is 
consist of a set of interpretive, material practices that make the world visible. They 
turn the world into a series of representations, including field notes, interviews, 
conversations, photograph, recordings and memos to the self. In collecting the data, 
the researcher used elicitation technique. According to Nunan (1992: 136) elicitation 
techniques vary enormously in scope, aim and purpose.
The researcher used steps to analyze the data suggested by Corder in Ellis 
(1994: 51). The following are steps used to analyze the data: (1) Identification of 
errors. (2) Classifying the errors. (3) Describing the frequency of errors. (4) 
Describing the dominant type of error. (5) Describing the sources of errors. 
C. Research Finding and Discussion
1. Research Finding
The researcher divided this research finding into 6 they are (1) the type of 
lexical errors, (2) the type of syntactical errors, (3) the type of discourse errors, (4) 
the frequency of each type of errors, (5) the dominant type of errors and (6) the 
sources of errors:
a. The Type of Lexical Errors
1) Wrong Spelling
Spelling error is the misselection of a grapheme to represent a 
syllable or morpheme in forming part of a word (James, 1998: 133). The 
examples are straght, forset, and frienly. Actually the students want to 
write the word straight, forest and friendly but they may do not know the 
right spelling.
2) False Friend
False friend are the words that are similar in spelling and/or 
pronounciations but have different meanings or the words that have similar 
meaning. The example is “she always dear with children”. The word dear
has similar meaning to love, but dear is used to express regard with deep 
affection and the right word used for the sentence is love because it is a 
feeling of the mother to her children.
3) Code Switching
Code switching errors happens because the students used 
Indonesian word to switch cultural bound words which untranslatable. The 
examples of code switching are the words profesi, insting, karakteristik. 
The students do not know the translation of those words in English so they 
just write it in Indonesian.
b. The Type of Syntactical Errors
1) Phrase
a) Redundancy
Redundancy error is addition of some words in the sentence 
that indirectly makes it redundant phrase. The example is the sentence 
He is from nation Belgium. The word nation should be deleted because
Belgium is already the name of a nation.
b) Misordering
Misordering of phrase is errors made by students caused by 
misarranging of head and determiner in a phrase. The example of 
misordering is: Wonogiri is city very beautiful. It is error because the 
student put the head of the phrase in front of its modifier. The right 
sentence is Wonogiri is very beautiful city.
2) Plural
a) Omission of (-s) as Plural Marker
Omission of plural marker happens because the students forget 
or do not understand the function of suffix (–s) in the sentences. The 
example is There are thirty classroom. The object should be plural 
because thirty is indicated plural. The correct sentence is There are 
thirty classrooms.
3) The Use of Verb Tense
a) {-s} in Present Form
(1) Omission of {-s} in Present Singular Form
The suffix {–s} is used when the pronoun are he, she and it. 
The example is She like music. The subject of the sentence is she, 
so the verb need addition of (-s) to becomes likes.
(2) Omission of {-‘s} in Possessive Form 
The function of {-‘s} is a sign of the owner of something. It 
is used to substitute the possessive adjective. The example in the 
sentence below: My father name is Sukadi. It should be added {-‘s} 
after the word father.
b) The Use of Ving in Present Form
Students often made errors especially when they use V1 + (-ing) 
in present tense. The suffix (-ing) should be added in continous tense.
The example is I always playing in her home every evening. The word 
playing should be changed into play because the sentence is not 
continuous tense.
c) Misuse of Have/Has
The errors occur because the students still confused of using 
have. They using have even the subject is the third singular person. 
The example is: She have pointed nose. The subject she is third 
singular person, so it should be followed by has.
4) BE
a) Addition of BE as full verb
The students usually use to be in every sentence. They do not 
know that not all sentences use to be. The example of addition of BE 
as full verb is He is work in Surabaya as manager. The correct 
sentence is without to be is because the sentence is active simple 
present tense.
b) Omission of BE as full verb
Errors are caused by the confusion of the students about to be, 
so the students ommit to be. The example is She __ 16 years old. The 
error occurs because the student use the Indonesian rule into English in 
which they ommit to be. The correct sentence is She is 16 years old.
c) Misuse of BE as full verb
The errors are caused by misunderstanding of the use of to be. 
The example is His eyes is black. The “to be” must be are because eyes
is plural.
5) Pronoun
a) Objective for subjective
These errors happen because the students put the objective 
pronoun as the subject. The Example is Her is a house mother. The 
pronoun her has function as objective pronoun but the students apply it 
as the subject pronoun. The correct subjective pronoun is she.
b) Subjective for possessive adjective
These errors happen because the students put the subject 
pronoun as the possesive adjective in the sentences. The example is 
She age is 41 in July 2015. The correct pronoun is using her as the 
possessive adjective.
c) Subjective for objective
In this case, students put the subjective pronoun as objective 
pronoun. The example is Just call she Indah. The correct objective
pronoun for the sentence is her.
d) Possessive adjective for subjective
The students make errors because they cannot differentiate the 
usage of pronoun as possesive adjective and pronoun as subjective.
The example is Her like fried chicken. It is inapproptiate because her is 
indicate of possesion. So the correct pronoun is using she.
e) Objective for possessive adjective
In this error the students put possessive adjective as objective. 
The example is He famous with him smarter. Him is objective pronoun 
that cannot taken as possessive adjective. It should be replaced by 
possessive adjective his.
f) Possessive adjective for objective
In this case, student does error because possessive adjective is 
placed as objective. The example is the sentence She always help my 
when I get problem. Errors appear because the word my is used as 
objective in the sentences. The right pronoun for the sentence is me.
6) Article
a) Addition of article
Addition of error is a type of error that caused by adding an 
item in a well-formed utterance. The example is He has a brown eyes. 
The error occurs because the students added the article a in front of the 
plural form of brown eyes, so the article should be deleted.
b) Omission of article
Omission of article occurs because the students confused in 
using articles or they forget to add article in their sentences. The 
example is Wonogiri is __ part from Central Java. It should be put 
article “the” because the object are noun.
c) Misuse of article
Misuse of article happens because the students do not 
understand the rules to use the article well. The example is I have a 
idol. Error happens because the student use article a before the word 
idol, the right article is an since idol is started by vowel sound.
7) Preposition
a) Omission of preposition
Omission of preposition happens because the students forget to 
put a word that indicates preposition. The example is He likes the song 
__ Rhoma Irama. Student omits the preposition which indicates the 
ownership of something that is of.
b) Misuse of preposition
Misuse of preposition occurs because the student uses the 
wrong preposition for their sentences. The example is The headmaster 
in my school is Mr. Pujo Irianto Langgeng, M.Pd. Because the 
sentence is indicates the ownership of something, so the right 
preposition is ”of”.
c. The Type of Discourse Errors
1) Generic Structure
From 60 compositions of the students, the researcher found 3 
compositions which have wrong generic structure in their descriptive text.
2) The Component of Discourse Errors
a) References
The students often made errors of references because of their 
lack of knowledge about references in English. The example is She
have brown skin. His hobby is cooking. The students think that his
refers to she, but the correct possesive adjective of she is her.
b) Conjunction
Conjunction is the part of speech that serves to connect words, 
phrases, clauses, or sentences. The example is She always help my 
when I get problem. And Indah also always told her problem with me. 
The students use conjunction and to connect two sentences, whereas it 
uses to connect between phrases or clause.
d. The Frequency of Each Type of Errors
The researcher found 346 errors from students’ composition which are 
divided into three types of errors. The errors arranged into table below.




I The Type of Lexical Errors
A. Wrong Spelling 60 17, 34%
B. Use Indonesian Words / Code Switching 11 3, 17%
C. False Friend 15 4, 3%
86 24, 8%
II The Type of Syntactical Errors
A. Phrase
1. Redundancy 7 2, 02%
2. Misordering 31 8, 95%
B. Plural
1. Omission of {-s} as Plural Marker 10 3, 48%
C. The Use of Verb Tense
1. {-S} In Present Form
a. Omission of {-s} in Present Singular 
Form
16 4, 62%
b. Omission of {-‘s} in Possessive 
Form
5 1, 4%
2. The Use of Ving in Present Form 6 1, 7%
3. Misuse of Have/Has 18 5, 2%
D. BE
1. Omission of BE as Full Verb 47 13, 5%
2. Addition of BE as Full Verb 4 1, 15%
3. Misuse of BE 17 4, 9%
E. Article
1. Addition of Article 17 4, 9%
2. Omission of Article 5 1, 4%
3. Misuse of Article 4 1, 4%
F. Pronoun
1. Objective for Subjective 3 0, 86%
2. Subjective for Possessive Adjective 12 3, 46%
3. Subjective for Objective 7 2 %
4. Possessive Adjective for Subjective 3 0, 86%
5. Objective for Possessive Adjective 5 1, 4%
6. Possessive Adjective for Objective 2 0, 57%
G. Preposition
1. Omission of Preposition 13 3, 75%
2. Misuse of Preposition 5 1, 4%
238 68, 78%
III The Type of Discourse Errors
A. Generic Structure 3 0, 86%
B. The Component of Discourse Errors
1. References 15 4, 33%
2. Conjunction
a. Addition of Conjunction 4 1, 15%
22 6, 35%
TOTAL 346 100%
e. The Dominant Type of Errors
The researcher concludes that the dominant type of error in this 
research is the wrong spellings with the total number of errors are 60 errors or 
17, 34% of errors. It is shown on the table of frequency above that the highest 
frequency is the wrong spelling. 
f. The Sources of Errors
1) Interlingual errors
According to James (1998: 179) interlingual errors are influenced 
by the native language which they interfere with target language learning. 
The example is: He __ very tall and have skin white. The phrase skin white
is Indonesian phrase because the word skin function as head of the phrase 
is located before the modifier, the right phrase is white skin with skin as 
head placed after the modifier.
2) Intralingual errors
Richards in Ellis (1994: 58) states that intralingual errors reflect the 
general characteristics of rule learning. The example is My parents has 3 
childs. The student wrongly assumed to make plural form is just added 
suffix (–s/–es). But, since child is irregular noun so the right plural form is 
children.
2. Discussion
In this part, the researcher tries to compare the research finding with the 
previous finding. This comparison is aimed at finding out the similarities and the 
differences between them. The researcher would compare his own finding with 
the other’s research finding conducted by Syuhada (UMS, 2014), Trianingsih 
(UMS, 2010), Effendy (UMS, 2014), Septiana (UMS, 2011) and Rafaidah (UMS, 
2014).
The first research is conducted by Syuhada. He classifies his finding into 
lexical errors and syntactical errors and two sources of errors, namely interlangual 
transfer and intralingual transfer. There are some differences on the findings of the 
researcher with Syuhada’s finding such as he uses the theory of Dulay, Burt and 
Krashen to classify the errors while the researcher use James’ theory. Then, 
Syuhada’s finding does not include discourse error. The other difference is the 
dominant error of Syuhada’s finding is the use of V1 in state of V2 whether the 
researcher’s most dominant error is wrong spelling error.
The second research is Karmilasari’s work. She classifies her finding into 
lexical error, syntactical error and discourse error and two sources of error namely 
interlingual transfer and intralingual transfer. To collect the data, Karmilasari took 
from the copy of students’ worksheet, whether the researcher ask the students to 
write their own descriptive text. The differences between the researcher’s finding 
with Karmilasari’s finding she do not found wrong spelling, false friend and code 
switching. The dominant error of Karmilasari’s finding is the use of to be with 27, 
5% then the researcher’s most dominant is wrong spelling with 17, 3%.
The third research is conducted by Effendy. In this research, he classifies 
his finding into lexical errors, syntactical errors and discourse errors, and two 
sources of error namely interlingual transfer and intralingual transfer. However in 
discourse errors he does not found the error of generic structure and references, he 
just found the error of conjunction and the researcher also has more errors type in 
syntactical error. The similarity is the dominant error of both researchers is in 
wrong spelling, however the percentage is different, with Effendy’s wrong 
spelling is 44, 52% and the researcher’s wrong spelling is 17, 3%.
The fourth research is done by Septiana. She classifies her finding into 4 
levels of errors namely: substance errors, grammar errors, lexical errors, and 
discourse errors. There are 3 sources of errors namely interlingual transfer, 
intralingual transfer and context learning. The researcher’s finding does not 
involve substance error, also the researcher just identifies two sources of errors 
namely interlingual and intralingual, and the researcher does not found context 
learning. Then the dominant error of her finding is the errors of bound morpheme 
(-s/-es) with 10, 6%.
The last research is conducted by Rafaidah. She classifies her errors into: 
morphological errors, syntactical errors and discourse errors. Then she also found 
2 dominant sources of errors, they are interlingual transfer and intralingual 
transfer. In collecting the data, she use documentation from the teacher while the 
researcher got the data by ask the students to write their own text. The dominant 
error of her research is also wrong spelling with the number of errors are 20, 58%, 
and its different with the researcher’s wrong spelling with 17, 3%. 
The researcher applies surface strategy taxonomy and linguistic category 
taxonomy in describing, classifying and analyzing the data. Based on the criteria 
above, there are some differences and similarities between the theory and the 
finding. Linguistic category taxonomy divides error into 4 components, those are: 
phonology, syntax, lexicon and style, then the researcher divide syntax into 
phrase, verb tense, pronoun and article. The researcher also classifies the errors 
based on lexical, which cover: wrong spelling, false friend and code switching. 
Then the researcher also divides discourse errors into generic structure and the 
component of discourse errors. The differences are the researcher does not discuss 
the phonology and style error. The main difference is the existence of discourse 
error. There are also similarities and differences based on the surface strategy 
taxonomy. The similarities are on the existence of omission, addition and 
misordering. While the difference is that the researcher does not discuss the 
existence of misformation. 
There are similarities and differences between the researcher’s finding and 
the previous finding but although it has similarities but the percentage of each 
error is different, the researcher also have different finding that may not be found 
in previous findings. Then, there also similarities and differences between the way 
the researcher classifies the errors which uses the combination of surface strategy 
taxonomy and linguistic category, but there is the previous researcher who just use 
the theory of surface strategy taxonomy and the other one use the theory of Dulay, 
Burt and Krashen.
D. Conclusion
The researcher arranges some conclusions based on this research. The 
conclusions of the research are follows:
1. The researcher found three kinds of errors. The first is lexical errors (86 errors). 
The errors are classified into wrong spelling (60 errors), code switching (11 
errors) and false friend (15 errors). The second is syntactical errors (238 errors). 
The errors classified into: redundancy of phrase (7 errors), misordering of phrase 
(31 errors), omission of {-s} as plural marker (10 errors), omission of {-s} in 
present singular form (16 errors), omission of {-‘s} in possessive form (5 errors), 
the use of verbing in present form (6 errors), omission of BE as full verb (47 
errors), addition of BE as full verb (4 errors), misuse of BE (17 errors), misuse of 
have/has (18 errors), addition of article (17 errors), omission of article (5 errors), 
misuse of article (4 errors), the use of pronoun from objective for subjective (3 
errors), the use of pronoun from subjective for possessive adjective (12 errors), the 
use of pronoun from subjective for objective (7 errors), the use of pronoun from 
possessive adjective for subjective (3 errors), the use of pronoun from objective 
for possessive adjective (5 errors), the use of pronoun from possessive adjective to 
objective (2 errors), omission of preposition (13 errors) and misuse of preposition 
(5 errors). The third is discourse errors (22 errors). Those errors classified into: 
generic structure (3 errors), references (15 errors) and conjunction (4 errors).
2. From the data, the researcher found the most dominant error in this research is 
wrong spelling with 60 of 346 errors or 17, 34% in percentage.
3. The researcher found two sources of error. The first is interlingual errors and the
second is intralingual errors.
The researcher concludes that errors are the common thing that occurs in the 
process of learning target language. The most errors that occurs from the data is 
wrong spelling which means that the students do not pay attention to the right spelling 
of the words. The students should pay more attention in writing English words 
because there are some differences in English pronunciation and its spelling.
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